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Because each stationery suite is unique in design, it is also unique in
pricing. I often have calls or emails asking how much something will
cost that is shown on my website. Truth is, I can give you the price for
that clients order, but your requirements will almost undoubtedly be
different, hence why everything is bespoke.
items

I have to conduct a consultation with you in person so I can get your full
order. Once you have seen my previous commissions you may decide to
add extra items into your spec. Or you may want to order just invites and
nothing else, and you will probably want to order different quantities.
This all effects the price.

size

The printing cost is also calculated by the physical size of each item
and the complexity of the printing, you might want to change the size
of the pieces or add in an embossing or other print technique. I must
liase with my printer and have to always send him a fully drawn up spec
each time. By having a meeting with you it means I can get all of this
information so you get an accurate costing.

complexity

Costs are based on the intricacy of each design, as well as the printing
techniques, materials and any specialist papers required. Each exclusive
wedding commission takes between 30 and 120 hours to complete, from
the initial consultation to the final assembly. All items are put together
and made up by hand once printed so the larger the quantity, the longer
it will take to put together, again effecting the overall price.
Put simply, I really need certain pieces of information to quote from
and a meeting with you will clarify all my questions. From here I will
be able to work out how long your job will take in full and give you an
appropriate quote. I can get a quote back to you in a few days and it will
be fully broken down by all the processes involved. The quote will also
include the drawing that was sent to my printer so you can check all
items you requested are included.
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I appreciate that often you need to stick to a certain budget and I can
advise what elements you could have within your allocated amount
during our meeting.
As a rough guide, my prices start from £1800* (based on a simple
digitally printed design and up to 60 copies including: invitations,
information cards, rsvps, envelopes, menus, order of service and thank
you cards with envelopes).
For a smaller package (consisting of digitally printed invitations, rsvps,
information cards and envelopes only, again up to 60 copies), prices start
from £900*.
A full quotation based on your personal requirements would be provided
after your initial consultation. The cost would be broken down by the
various processes involved i.e. design fee, printing, handfinishing cost,
materials etc.
The initial consultation and first quotation are provided free of charge.
Following this, if you would then like a further quotation to look at
alternative design formats or cost savings there would be a charge of
£50 per each additional quote. This is to cover the additional time spent
re-costing the project. If you subsequently were to place an order for
your stationery, the charge of £50 per additional quote would be waived.

* These costs are provided purely as a guide and
should not be used as an accurate quotation.
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